[Time-series analysis on road traffic injury in China].
To establish the predictive models of road traffic injury(RTI) in China, to know the trend of RTI, and to provide the reference data for controlling RTI in China. The China RTI data from 1951 to 2003 were collected, and in view of the problem of missing values, the method of intrapolation was adopted. The Box-Jenkins technique was used to analyze and predict the trend of RTI in China. Following the process for stationary time-series analysis, model identification, parameter estimation and model diagnosis, the predictive equation for RTI would be established. A series of predictive equations on RTI were finally established based on ARIMA models. The curve fitting is effective and the predictive data of RTI in 2003 are close to the true statistical data. The time-series model thus established proves to be of significant usefulness in RTI prediction.